ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, BINNAGURI
QUESTION BANK
SUBJECT: EVS
CLASS - V
Chapter – 1 Shifting homes
Fill in the blanks1. Narmada Bachao Andolan was started in .......
2. ........often stay in tents or dwelling places on wheels.
3. The sudden change in the course of ...... river completely changed Biju's life.
4. Biju started working as ............. in the town.
5. ............. Andolan was led by Medha Patkar.
6. Vacations are the times when children visit their _________________ families .
7. people who have migrated to a country might find it difficult to retain their ____________
identity .
8. The younger members are ______________ towards the elders .
9. Rajat’s grandfather migrated to Delhi in search of a better ___________________ .
10. shift in the ____________________ of people affects the values and customs of a
family .

Chapter - 2 Different people
Fill in the blanks1. Mini's mother cooks in ........oil.
2. The shortest tribe of people in the world are............ people.
3. The average height of people in zaire is........
4. People who cannot hear or speak use ........ to communicate.
5. ......... was the first deaf-blind person to earn a bachelor of Arts degree.
6. It is important that we ______________ each other’s likes and dislikes .
7. Blind people are able to read using the _______________ system .
8. Helen overcome all ___________________ and kept on moving.

Chapter - 3 Games and exercises
Fill in the blanks1. ......... is the national game of India.
2. ........won the long jump event at Manchester commonwealth games 2002.
3. ....... and ........played mixed doubles to beat cnadians.
4. ............. is one of India's famous traditional street games.
5. ...........is a kind of gymnastics practised by the wrestlers on a pole.
6. Anju bobby George won the bronze medal in the long jump event at the............... games.
7. Players on a team should always try to make the _____________ win.
8.____________________ is a popular Indian traditional weapon based martial art from
Tamil Nadu .
9. When we breath in air it is called ____________ .
10. A captain leads the ___________ members .

Chapter- 4 Dignity of Labour
Fill in the blanks1. Often we refer to people who help us with our everyday chores as.......... ,.......... etc.
2. Tilling of land or carrying a load by hand is........
3. We should respect people who are engaged in manual labour such as............ And..............

4.............. Is how much we respect all kinds of jobs without feeling that one kind of job is
superior to another.
5. The father of our nation, Mahatma Gandhi was strongly against........ ...
6. Ramus's father is a.................
7................ Clean dry latrines or latrines without a flush system.

Chapter- 5 Observing animals
Fill in the blanks1. Some animals eat only plants, fruits or seeds, they are.........
2. Animals that eat other animals are............
3. Animals that eat both plants and animals are............
4. Some animals feed on the dead bodies of other animals, they are called..........
5. Ants use special nerve cells associated with tiny hairs on their.......
6. Worker bees perform a.............. dance to guide other workers towards the source of
nectar.
7............ are chemicals released by insects into the environment to communicate with other
individuals.
8. Dolphins lets out........... and squeaks that are too high to be heard by humans.
9. Almost all fish have a special sense organ called the.............. System.
10. A cat's...... Serve as delicate sense organ of touch
11. The tongue of the snake is dipped into special pits in the roofs of the snake's mouth,
called...................
12. Zebra's communicate with each other with calls and.........
13. Some birds, such as the parrot can even copy........... Speech.

Chapter – 6 Protecting animals
Fill in the blanks:
1. Earthworms are known as farmer’s ................. .
2. Lascaux is a group of ............... in southwestern France .
3. Bhimbetka in .................. has the largest collection of prehistoric art in India.
4. Author Jim Corbett describes the tiger as the large hearted ......................... .
5. Today there are ................... tiger reserves in India .
6. Poaching is ............. activity .
7. Steel iron .......... traps are used to catch bear .

Chapter – 7 Plant lives
Fill in the blanks :
1. The growth of baby plant from a seed is called ....................... .

2. The process by which seed is formed is called ........................... .
3. After germination, tiny roots and ............. come out of the seed .
4. A seed can remain .................... for many years .
5. ................... rulers were responsible of introducing cherries and grapes in India .
6. In India tea gardens are found in Assam , West Bengal , ........................ , Kerala, Tamil
Nadu .
7. ..................... is the baby plant .
8. Seed of plant can be found inside the ........................ .

Chapter – 8 Forest: Natural resources
Fill in the blanks:

1. Through the process of ........................ forests renew the oxygen supply in the
atmosphere.
2. Tribal people depend on forest ................... for their living .
3. Many tribal communities believe In sacred ............ .

4. The Bishnois are a tribe of nature worshippers of ........................ .
5. Chipko means ‘ to ..............’ in Hindi .
7. Forest is a land covered with ........... trees .
8. FSI stands for Forest ............ of India .
9. The Sanjay Gandhi National Park serves as the lungs of ................. .
10. Chennai has the ................ National Parks as its lungs .

Chapter – 9 Food and health
Fill in the blanks :

1. To remain strong and healthy, we must eat a................. of a food .
2. A diet which contains all the nutrients needed by our body in the right amount
is called a ................... diet.
3. ............................ are foods which give us energy.
4. ....................... are needed by the body tissues to grow and repair .
5. The body also needs Vitamins and .......................
6. People are born with about ........... tas te buds .
7. ............................ occurs when the body does not get essential nutrients.
8. Lack of Vitamin ...... causes beriberi.
9. Lack of Vitamin A causes night blindness and people are unable to see properly
at ....................... .
10. Milk is heated and cooled to kill bacteria, called ...............................

Chapter - 18 Spirit of adventure
Fill in the blanks

1._____ is a very popular form of adventure.
2.______ is done on river where the water has very strong currents.
3.______ is an adventure sport in which a person jumps from an aircraft or high
place wearing a wide rectangular parachute.
4. In______ people are tied to a rope and made to jump from a tall building.
5._____ was the first Indian woman to climb Mt. Everest.
6. Mountaineers carry_____ with them as oxygen becomes lesser as they climb
higher.

Chapter – 1 Shifting homes
Choose the correct answer1. Biju started working as....... In the town.
A. Manual scavenger
B. Ragpicker
C. Sweeper
2. Narmada Bachaoandolan was started by....
A. Medhapatkar
B. Mahatma Gandhi
C. B. R Ambedkar
3........... Is known as the land of immigrants.
A. America
B. India
C. Australia
4. Narmada BachaoAndolan was started in......
A. 1982
B. 1985
C. 1987
5. People who move to a new country, become........ there.
A. Immigrants
B. Emigrant
C. None of these
6. The government has given them another place to rebuild their _______________ .
A. school
B. area
C. shelters

Chapter - 2 Different people
Choose the correct answer1. The shortest tribe people in world are _________
A. Gond
B. Khasis
C. Mbuti
2. We should __________ each other’s likes and dislikes.
A. respect
B. hate
C. disrespect

3. We should not make ________ of other people just because they are different.
A. friends
B. fun
C. noise
4. ______________ involves the movement of hands and fingers to communicate.
A. Sign language
B. Braille
C. Language
5. People who are _________ use their sense of touch and smell.
A. deaf
B. mute
C. blind

Chapter - 3 Games and exercises
Choose the correct answer1.......... is the national sport of India.
A. Cricket
B. Hockey
C. Football
2........ Is one of Indian famous traditional sports.
A. Gillidanda
B. Hockey
C. Archery
3......... Is practised in akhara.
A. Wrestling
B. Mallakhamb
C. Thoda
4. Saniamirza and........ Played mixed doubles to beat Canadians.
A. Mahesh Bhupathi
B. Anju Bobby George
C. None of these
5. Camel racing is traditional sports in
A. Haryana
B. Rajasthan
C. Jharkhand .

Chapter- 4 Dignity of Labour
Choose the correct answer1. Who became one of the first ' untouchables' to obtain a college education in India?
A. Mahatma Gandhi
B. B. R Ambedkar
C. Jawharlal Nehru
2. Ramus's father is a
A. Manual scavenger
B. Sweeper
C. Watchman
3. Who became the first Law Minister of Independent India?
A. Mahatma Gandhi
B. B. R Ambedkar
C. Jawharlal Nehru
4. Mahatma Gandhi was strongly against _________
A. dignity of labour
B. untouchability
C. cleanliness
5. All forms of ________ make up labour.
A. work
B. education
C. farming

Chapter- 5 Observing animals
Choose the correct answer1.............. are picky eaters.
A. Koalas
B. Tigers
C. Monkey
2. The ears of crickets are located on the......
A. Forelegs
B. Limbs
C. Abdomen
3. Some insects have......... Eyes.
A. Compound
B. Single
C. Twin
4. Birds communicate with one another by using many different.......
A. Signs
B. Sounds
C. None of these
5. Fish have....... eyes in order to see better.
A. Large
B. Small
C. Medium
6........ Are intelligent animals with great learning abilities.
A. Tigers
B. Lions
C. Octopus

Chapter – 6 Protecting animals
Choose the correct answer
1. __________ are known as a farmer’s friend.
A. Snails
B. Earthworms

C. Ants

2. __________ has a coat of reddish brown to rust brown colour with black stripes.
A. Bengal tiger
B. Zebra
C. Elephant
3. Elephant trainers are called ____________.
A. Madaris
B. Snake charmers C. Mahuts
4.Wool for clothes is obtained from _____________ .
A. Goat
B. Horse
C. Sheep
5.______________ are a tribe living in central and northern India, who are cow and buffalo
herders.
A. Mahuts
B. Gujjars
C. Madaris
6.There are _________ tiger reserves in India.
A. 29
B. 12
C. 45

Chapter – 7 Plant lives
Choose the correct answer
1.Most plants reproduce through _______________
A. Seed
B. Fruits
C. Flowers
2. Sticky tube of the flower is called _______________.
A. Stigma
B. Seed
C. Stem
3. A seed contains the baby plant called the _______________.
A. Seedling
B. Embryo
C. Seed coat
4. The ______________ helps to protect the embryo from injury and from drying out.
A. Seed coat
B. Embryo
C. Cotyledon
5. Plants having spores on their leaves are ____________.
A. Ginger
B. Mushroom
C. Ginger
6. Mughal Emperor Jahangir imported __________ tree from Iran.
A. Mango
B. Mahogany
C. Chinar
7. The ____________ introduced tea in India.
A. British
B. Chinese
C. Mughal rulers
8. The ____________ introduced maize, chilly, potato in India.
A. China
B. British
C. Portuguese
9. _______ shoot their seeds out of the fruit by exploding.
A. Cotton
B. Ferns
C. Pea
10.A seed having two seed leaves are called ______________.
A. Monocot
B. Dicot
C. Cotyledon.

Chapter – 8 Forest: Natural resources
Choose the correct answer
1.A ________________ is a place where trees, plants and animals are protected.
A. Forest park
B. National park
C. Water park
2.___________ are a tribe of nature worshippers of Rajasthan.
A. Bishnois
B. Santhals
C. Khasis
3.Sanjay Gandhi National Park serves as the lungs of ____________ city.
A. Delhi
B. Mumbai
C. Kolkata
4.Which among the following is not the other name of shifting cultivation?
A. jhum farming
B. swidden farming
C. tribal farming
5.Many tribal communities believe in __________________
A. sacred groves
B. deforestation
C. poaching

Chapter – 9 Food and health
Choose the correct answer
1.________________ are foods that give us energy.
A. Proteins
B. Vitamins
C. Carbohydrates
2.___________ are needed by the body tissues to grow and repair.
A. Proteins
B. Fats
C. Carbohydrates
3._________ adds bulk to the daily diet and helps in the digestion of food.
A. Water
B. Roughage
C. Sugars
4. Vitamin ___________ keeps gums healthy and helps the body to absorb iron.
A. C
B. D
C. A
5. _________ is a mineral which helps in building bones and teeth.
A. Iron
B. Pottasium
C. Calcium
6. Taste buds that sense _________ taste are at the base.
A. bitter
B. sweet
C. sour
7. Deficiency of iron causes ___________
A. anaemia
B. rickets
C. beri beri
8. Deficiency of __________ causes swelling of the neck, called goitre.
A. Vitamin C
B. iron
C. iodine
9. The process in which milk is heated and cooled to kill bacteria is called ____________.
A. Canning
B. pasteurization
C. packaging
10. Lack of vitamin D causes ______________.
A. rickets
B. scurvy
C. anaemia
11. The body uses _______________ to maintain its temperature.
A. fats
B. minerals
C. vitamins
12.___________ is necessary to maintain the normal flow of blood in the body.
A. Sugar
B. Glucose
C. Salt

Chapter - 18 Spirit of adventure
Choose the correct answer1. ___________ carry oxygen cylinders with them as oxygen becomes lesser in the air as we
climb higher up.
A. Para gliders
B. Mountaineers
C.Trekkers
2.______ is done on river where the water has very strong currents.
A. Rafting
B. Scuba Diving
C. Swimming
3.______ is an adventure sport in which a person jumps from an aircraft or high
place wearing a wide rectangular parachute.
A. Paragliding
B. Bungee jumping
C. Trekking
4........... means walking miles and miles in a hill station and crossing thick
growths of trees.
A. Trekking
B. Scuba Diving
C. Paragliding
5. Diving in the ocean waters to enjoy the under-water marine life is called......
A. Scuba diving
B. Rafting
C. Swimming

Chapter – 1 Shifting homes
State True or False
1. Immigrants are the people who move from one place to another in search of livelihood.
2. Tents or dwellings places on wheels are called Caravans.
3. Immigrants adapt to the culture & lifestyle of the country they moved to.
4. People are forced to leave their house because of Floods, earthquakes etc . This is called
displacement.
5. Narmada Bachao Andolan was over the resettlement of the native people

Chapter - 2 Different people
State True or False1. People who are blind use their sense of touch and smell. .........
2. Blind people are able to read using the braille system. .......
3. Rimi did not like Mini's alu-paratha. .......
4. Rimi feels happy because she still fits into same cloth. ......
5. We should not make fun of other people just because they are different.
6. Sign language involves six raised dots arranged in different patterns.

Chapter - 3 Games and exercises
State True or False1. Mallakhamb is practised on a pole.
2. Camel racing is a deep rooted traditional sports in Tamil Nadu.
3. Silambam is a popular traditional sport played in Tamil Nadu.
4. Cricket is the national game of India.
5. While playing in a team, players try to make individual records.
6. National teams of a country are formed by selecting the best players from all over the
country.
7. In some games a boy and a girl can form a team & play together.
8. Thoda is a traditional form camel racing in Rajasthan.
9. Traditional Akharas have a training ground made up of Mud.
10. When we inhale, our lungs contract or grow smaller.
11. oxygen is needed for a fire.

Chapter- 5 Observing animals
State true or false1. Dolphins are very foolish animals.
2. Zebras communicate with sounds.
3. Cat's ears serve as delicate sense organs.
4. Fish have large eyes in order to see better.
5. Koalas are picky eaters.
6. The ears of crickets are located on the forelegs .
7. The sense of smell in most birds is not highly developed .
8. A cat can detect many sounds that humans cannot hear .
9. Herbivores are animals which eat other animals .
10. Owls can sing .

Chapter - 18 Spirit of adventure
State True or False1. Rafting is done on a river where the water has very weak current
2. In scuba diving a person jumps from an aircraft or high place.
3. Placing of National Flag at the summit shows that Mountaineers reach there at First
Place.
4. Walking miles through a thick growths of trees is called Trekking.
5. Avalanches occur when huge chunks of ice slide down at a great speed.
6. In paragliding people are tied to a rope and made to jump from a very tall building or
mountain.
7. Bachendri Pal was First Indian Women to climb the Mt. Everest.

Chapter – 1 Shifting homes
Match the Following
1 Nomads

Family Customs & Tradition
Sardar Sarovar Dam
Move from one place to another
Floods, Earthquakes & Cyclones
Move from one Country to another

2 Emigrants
3 Family Values
4 Narmada River
5 Displacements

Chapter - 2 Different people
Match the Following
1 Traditional Clothes
2 Blind People
3 Helen Keller
4 Differently abled
5 Sign Language

The Story of My Life
Sense of Touch & Smell
Sari or Salwar Kameez
Movements of Hands and Fingers
Braille

Chapter - 3 Games and exercises
Match the Following
1 Individual Games
2 Team Games
3 Team Spirit
4 Local Games
5 Condensation
6 Inhalation

l

Gilli Danda, Camel Racing, Thoda & Akhara
Change from Gas to Liquid
Archery, Badminton & Shooting.
Player should try to make the Team Win.
Air goes inside lungs and it expands.
Hockey, Cricket, Football & Basketball

Chapter - 18 Spirit of adventure
Match the Following
1 Spirit of Adventure
2 Rafting
3 Scuba diving
4 Paragliding
5 Avalanche
6 Bachendri Pal

Short Answer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Under-water marine life
Explore new places & love to face hardships
Sliding down of Ice at a great speed.
Overcoming the Force of water
Fifth the person in the world to climb Mt.
Everest
Wide, Rectangular & steerable parachute

Chapter- 5 Observing animals
( 2 marks )

What is the difference between herbivores and carnivores ?
Define Pheromones .
How many senses do we have ?
Why do we need our senses ?
Define ecolocation .
What are compound eyes ?
How do owls communicate ?
What is scavenger ? Give examples.
Chapter – 6 Protecting animals

Short answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

( 2 marks )

What is poaching ?
Name some places where tigers are found ?
Which animals have been declared as endangered animals in India ?
What is a beeswax ?
What are cultured pearls ?
Name the places which are famous foe cave painting?
Who are Gujjars ?
Who are street entertainers ?
Why are the earthworms called farmers friend ?

Short anwers :

Chapter – 7 Plant lives
( 2 marks )

1. What is called reproduction ?
2. Which process is called fertilisation ?
3. What is embryo?
4. Define germination
5. What did seeds need for germination ?
6. What is seedling ?
7. Name two plants that reproduce through spores ?
8. Which process is called budding ?
9. How do underground plants reproduce ? Give example .
10.Who imported Chinar tree in India ?
11.Who introduced tea in India ?
12.By what methods seeds are dispersed ?
13.What did Portugues introduced in India ?

Short answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chapter – 8 Forest: Natural resources
( 2 marks )

What is a national park ?
Who are tribal people ?
Explain FSI
In modern times , why forests have been cutting down ?

5. Name some tribal groups of India .
6. What are the useful things that we get from trees ?
7. Why protection of forest is needed ?
8. Which place is called a National Park ?
9. Explain the term Sacred groves .
10.What will happen if people will not follow the rules of sacred groves
?
11.Who started Chipko movement and why it was started ?
12.Explain Van Mahotsav .
13.Which tribe can give up their lives to protect nature ?
Chapter – 9 Food and health
Short answer ( 2 marks )
1. Why do we need food ?
2. Why should we eat variety of foods ?
3. What is a balance diet ?
4. From which food items we get complex carbohydrates ?
5. Which vitamin keeps our gums healthy ?
6. Which cereals are rich in minerals ?
7. Name different tastes buds of our tongue .
8. How do we chew our food ?
9. What is called Pasteurization ?
10.What is packaging ?
11.What is a balance diet ? Name its main groups .
12.What are the different kinds of nutrients we get from food ?
13.What is the difference between Carbohydrates and proteins ?
14.How does the digestive system work ?
15.Write short note on Public Distribution system .
16.Explain the term cooking .
17.Name some methods of preserving food, How can we preserve
food
18.What are deficiency diseases ?
19.What do you mean by adding preservatives ?
20.Write short on Canning .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Chapter- 5 Observing animals
Long Answers
( 3 marks )
Differentiate between hervibores ,omnivores and scavengers .
What would happen if animals were just omnivores ?
What is the difference between water animals , land animals and birds ?
What would happen if there were only herbivores and no carnivores ?
How do animals communicate with each other?Write with examples.
How do dolphins are considered as the intelligent animals ?

Chapter – 6 Protecting animals
Long answers ( 3 marks )
1. How do madaris catch monkeys and bears ?
2. Why the population of elephant decreasing ?
3. Who are street entertainers ?
4. Why the earthworms are called farmers friends ?
5. Write a note on white tigers ?
6. How we can protect tigers ?
7. Who are Gujjars ? What is their main occupation ?
8. Write about the problems that Gujjars have to face ?
9. What is the difference between endangered species and extinct species
of animal ?
10.How are animals important for us ?

Long answers

Chapter – 7 Plant lives
( 3 marks )

1. Explain how fertilization takes place in a flower ?
2. When a seed can start germination ? with diagram
3. What is germination and what are the conditions required for
germination of a seed ?
4. Why it is necessary for seeds to be dispersed ? What will happen if
seeds are not dispersed ?
5. Explain how does reproduction happen in different plants .
6. Write suitable climatic condition for tea garden and name some places
where tea gardens are found India ?

Value based questions : ( 3 marks )
Ch : 7 Plant life
1. Express your views on cross pollination . Do you think cross pollination
should be encouraged ?
2. What will happen if seeds will not dispersed in time ?
3. How tea was discovered ?

Long answers

Chapter – 8 Forest: Natural resources
( 3 marks )

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is a Natural resources ?
Who are tribal people ? Name some tribal groups of India .
How do tribal people depend on forest ?
What is a forest ? Name some places of India where dense forests are
found .
5. Explain the term forest , Why it is important to preserved forest ?
6. What is the Chipko movement ? Why it was started ?
7. Who are Bishnois ?
8. What is a National Park ? Name some National Parks of India .
9. Define Deforestation:
10.Name some prominent leaders of the Chipko movement .
Value Based
3 marks
Ch : 8 Forest : Natural resources
What are national park ? write a note on their significance .
Differentiate between forestation and deforestation .
What is a forest ? What are the different uses of forest and why it is
important to protect it .
State two changes you can make in your habits to reduce consumption of
papers .
Why we must conserve our forest ? List some causes of deforestation .
How soil erosion can be prevent by planting more trees ?
How soil erosion can be prevent by planting more trees ?

Ch : 9 Food and health

Value Based

3 marks

1. Why parents are advised to discourage their children to eat chips and
junk food ?
2. What happen to the indigestible parts of food ?
3. Why do you feel a quick burst of energy after eating foods with a lot of
sugar ?
4. What do you understand by the shortage of food ? Suggest some steps
to overcome through such situations .
Chapter - 18 Spirit of adventure
Value based questions : ( 3 marks )
Ch : 18
1. You would like to become a mountaineer but your parents want you to
become a doctor , how would you convince them ?
2. Write about the advantages and disadvantages of adventurous sports .
3. How adventurous sports make us rough and tough ?
4. What is the difference between adventurous sports and other sports ?
5. Compare adventurous sports and other sports .Give your views on the
most popular one .
6. Can we take trekking or mountaineering as our profession . support your
answer with your views .
7. If you want to choose trekking as your profession .

Ch : 4 Dignity of Labour
Match the following :
1. All forms of work make up

untouchability

2. Clean dry latrines or latrines without
a flush system

Dr B R Ambedkar

3. Mahatma Gandhi was strongly against

labour

4. The first untouchables to obtain a college
Education in India

Dignity of labour

5. Without feeling that one kind of job
Is superior to another is

Manual Scavengers

Others :
Ch : 5 Observing animals
1. Wild animals are not the only dangers that may awit you in a dark
jungle . What other dangers do you expect to encounter in such areas
?
2. How you will take care of your pet ?
Ch : 6 Protecting animals
1. Mark / show some places in India where tigers are found .
2. In India’s political map mark five famous national parks .
3. Show some places which are for tigers population .

Ch : 8 Forest : Natural resources
1. Mark some places in India where dense forests can be found .
2. In India’s map point five famous wildlife sanctuaries .
3. Write about the lifestyle of the tribal people , List out the difficulties that
they might be facing due to large – scale deforestation .

